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AbSlKACI 

Several pieces of dnto fro:;i -»t.-rfiuh trt- er. "line', wit/i tue 

g03l of trying to discover the type of coaolin- thnt w-; effec- 

tive between moving and station?ry ionu.  It npna- ra  that L^rnor 

radius coupling is required, although there ;;re some oirscrep- 

ancies, connected with the rmbient air density or ioniz-tion 

cross sections, to be resolved. 
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1.    Introduction 

At the nltitude (U00 km) of the Starfish nuclear 

burst, the mean free poth for momentum transfer in ordinary 

-•tomic collisions is no long that such collisions play a 

negligible role in transferring momentum from bomb debris 

to the ambient atmosphere. Whatever interaction takes 

plact must be of a plasma nature. The geomagnetic field 

provides one such interaction mechanism. The Larmor radii 

of debris ior.n is z  few km to ? few tens of km. Therefore 

in distr.nccr. no longer thi,r. this, the moving debris ions 

will pick up the migr.etic field and carry it with them. 

In turn, th« mo"in<; mr.ünetic field picks up ambient air 

ions, thus completing trie transfer of momentum from debris 

to 'rir. Numerous other possible transfer mechanisms exist, 

with shorter lengths thin the Lsrmor radius, based on var- 

ious types of instability tnat may occur when two plasmas 

stream through euch other, lhe question is whether titey do 

occur in high altitude bursts, or whether the interaction 

length is the longest possible one—the Larmor radius. 

A consequence o*" Larmor radius coupling is the guid- 

ance of substantial amounts of the debris kinetic energy to 

the "conjugate" regions—the regions nesr the points where 

the burst magnetic field line enters the atmosphere »t 

altitudes between 100 and 150 km.  (Ihis is the altitude 

rcnge where fast moving atoms or ions are stopped by 
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ordinary collisional energy loss.) In Starfish, this 

"debris patch" was very prominent. It had been predicted 

by Longmire, Petschek, and Wendroff (reference 1) prior to 

the event»  the prediction WPS based on our belief that the 

«.lebris would remain ionized (which was contrary to popular 

opinion at that time), and on our assumption that the debris 

would move freely along the magnetic lines. The latter 

assumption was based on our belief that the presence of many 

low-energy electrons would prevent ion streaming instabil- 

ities froT developing effectively. The predictions turned 

out to te roughly correct in overall effect, although some 

"let^ila" were ««ron*.  For example, we hnd not predicted 

the e-rly beta column or the hot electron patch. 

However, it m-y be possible to get the debris patch 

vith coupling on a shorter lengt th-n the Larmor radius. 

In Starfish, where dimensions are large com}, »-ed with even 

L.armor radii, c-.e ii-»s to look carefully at the aata to dis- 

tinguish between Larr.or r,-dius ?nd short length coupling. 

This iM the task undertaken in this report. 

At lower altitudes, '«here the radius, corresponding 

to a mass of air equsl to the bomb mass, is less than the 

Larmor radius but greater than possible short coupling 

lengths, it is believed that considerable differences in 

energy deposition would ensue,  depending on the coupling. 
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The altitude range in question is from r»bout 150 km to 

300 Km, and the importance of the queation of coupling 

relates to the possible use of bursts in this eltitude 

range in ABM activities. 
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II.   Properties of the Explosion 

•el«ted 

pig. l. Sketch of Starfish as seen from Maul, 
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Deleted 

Hoerlin (reference 5) has made an analysis of the 

masses in the three parts, up. down, and horltontal. He 

used observed velocities of the three parts, and used the 

facts that the total mass is known, the total kinetic 

energy is known, and the total momentum parallel to axis 

is tero, to write three equations for the three unknown 

masses. I have repeated Hoerlin's analysis using currently 

accepted values for the (average) velocities, and find re- 

sults differing somewhat from his. 

The properties of the three parts are listed in 

Table I. Ix should be noted that the axis was not exactly 

vertical, but the upper end was tipped southward by about 

12°. In addition, the central angle of the part called 

horltontal was not exactly perpendicular to the axis, bat 

corresponds to a "downward" velocity about 1/8 of the 

"horltontal" velocity. 

(8) 
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Based on what is now known about the atmosphere, 

the air atom density at the Starfish altitude of Uoo km 

is believed to have been about 3 x 10* atoms/cc, and the 

atoms were mostly atomic oxygen. The accuracy of this 

density is uncertain. 1 assume that a factor of two 

error is possible. 
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III.  üatai Stationary Atom Spectra 

In this sectien and the next several we examine 

various pieces of data, mostly for their implications 

concerning coupling of debris ?nd air. 

Croup J-10 of LASL obtained several spectra of the 

burst region in Starfish, which are presented and dis- 

cussed in reference 6. The spectra show clearly that some 

of the emitting atoms are moving, while others appear to 

be stationary. We shsll consider a few cases here. 

De/eted 
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r'i*,. 2.       Sketch of some features from N4JS 
stre-.k spectrogram. 

D e I fc 1 «r a 

f'ij. jm Sketch of the C++ ^630 feature in 
s  1 L tine inte^rhtea spectrogram. 
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The values of craas sections in the proceeding 

paragraph are inferred from the experimental valueB for 

atoms of similar icnization potential in reference 7. 

Deleted 
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IV. Datai     The  Beta Column 

Deleted 

Some pictures and data on this oeta streamer have 

teen presented by Leonard and Buckner in reference 8, and 

Buckner has supplied some further information by private 

communication. 

Deleted 

These numbers were obtained from radiance profiles measured 

from the films, and are larger than earlier numbers based 

on visual inspection of the photographs. 

Deleted 
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Deleted 

Because of such arguments, I proposed the model 

of Larmor radius coupling, several years ago, in refer- 

ence 10. In this model, it is assumed that debris and 

air ions can interpenetrate each other up to the extent 

of their respective Larmor radii, wi'.-. respect to the 

moving magnetic field. Thermal electrons in the debris 

and air have short Larmor radii (~1 meter), so air 

electrons are stuck to the magnetic field lines, and 

do not interpenetrate with debris electrons. The electrons 

(22) 



move with the net ion flow, to maintain charge neutrality, 

and in doing so they carry the magnetic field with them. 

It might appear, then that debris ions could not get into 

the magnetic field.  However, a debris ion can move out- 

wards in the magnetic field if, at the same time, an air 

ion is moving inw3rds (relative to the moving field). 

Since the air ions are ell stationary initially, they are 

•ill moving inwards with respect to the outward moving field 

lines. The debris ions can then enter the magnetic field 

by "swapping electrons" with these air ions. 

Those air ions that are less than two Larmor radii 

frcm the central field line will "fall" into the magnetic 

bubble. Those that are farther aywy will be picked up by 

the magnetic field, forming a shock wave. The Larmor rad- 

ius of 0+ is about 12 km. Therefore all 0+ within 2U km 

from the burst point will fall into the bubble. 

Deleted 
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It should be noted that C or H atoms which are 

neutral until the debris arrives, and which are therefore 

ionized inside the bubble, do not help the debris enter 

the magnetic field. Thus the neutral atoms needed in 

Section HI and the ionized atomj needed here have to come 

separately from the 

It appears to me that the two requirements fit rather 

comfortably in the latter figure, being neither too large 

or too small. 

n o U ♦ «■ -1 
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Deleted 

This effect rr.^y be seen more clearly  i-, one  frame-, 

of the sequence of photojrtio'.c of Hie northern conju'-'te 

region,   taken at about  jO millisecond:; after  the  burt-.t. 

üue to  favorable  level of  bacground,« .the b.et!  Jtrfctiner 

is seen a^in at this tine.     In thio picture-  tho  hot 

electron patch is also visible ?.t this tine. 

, v   !--.ed 
k- ^ ' • S-jsed on 

visual inspection of the photographs, and projecting alon^ 

the field lines from the hot electron patch to the bet? 

streamer, * » • - ■, •, 
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John Buckner (private communication) has stressed 

that visual determination of diameters, as used in the 

fore^oin?; paragraph, is often unreliable, and believes 

that the true ratio of radii mentioned is somewhat closer 

to unity. n „ . , 

If some of the fission fragments are neutral, then 

they should make a beta streamer whose radius expands with 

the original debris velocity. One cannot say wi'th cer- 

tainty, from the beta streamer data, that there are none 

of t'nese. 
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V. jatai     The  Hot Electron  iJatch 

Deleted 

For several years we thought this p?tch was aue to 

beta r?ys.  It WPS tX  the wrong altitude for betas, but 

we conjectured that the betas were being stopped &t higher 

altitude by streaming "instabilities.  Fin?lly, about two 

years ago, the totrl optic-1 power of this patch w-.s meas- 

ured from the films, in the LAaL-EGiCJ data reduction pro- 

gram. This power is shown as a function of time in Fig. **, 

which is taken from Koerlin anJ BucKner, reference 9. 

JtU'H) 

We also looiced Ft other possibilities for explain- 

ing this patch. John Zinn and I considered the hypothesis 

that it was an electric discharge,(reference 11). 
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Ihe (.ii'brir.-.ir *;hock wpvt- mi^rht &ener;;te ?n electric poten- 

tial from front to b-->cX -cro^ it:;eli".  Ihiu potential 

could bt Ji-'ch* rj*3'i by ;■ Mov of electrons down the outer 

m-^netic I'it'li line:; to the ••t~io--:pherc-, :ncros.i o the inner 

1'ielJ lines, -tnl ypcK u:> to the inside of the c ;k (or in 

l:'t» opposite Jinction), 

Deleted 

In tr:e summer of lycE I reached the conclusion that 

the pstch must be due to energetic electrons that ?re heat- 

eu by the debris-?ir interaction or shocK, a.nd this has 

£iven rise to the n=»me "hot electron pptch, " 

(29) 
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Fig. 5      Hadius of hot electron patch ?s 
function of tine, and rcdius and velocity of 
shock inferred from it. 

(3D 
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H?sti and Drummond (re'ere-nce lj) h?ve -pplie: to 

Starfish a snock model which has tv.'o steps* In the I'int 

step, the magnetic field chrn^es ?na the electrons -re joule 

he?ted »s ty &q. (13) •  In the second step, tit ions .:rt 

shocked, 2nd tne electron? rurteu ••uit oitic.-lly.  (ion 

streaming instability is proposed as the mech^nicn o:' the 

ion shock.) The power put into electrons in this model is 

more than the amount given in tq. (7), but the power escap- 

ing is reduced by a potential barrier which allows only 

the more energetic electrons to escrpe. The «greement with 

the patch power curve is reasonably good. The joule heat- 

ing of the electrons is not explained in detsil, in partic- 

ular it is not resolveo vhexher anomalous resistivity 

should apply. 

* T. Coffee has also worked out a similar model. 

(36) 
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VI. „Mtüi     S'iGQK  Ki'ijjLi Versus   line 

In  tho  piwiouu üectior; we  h-ive  rr^ued  that  the 

shoe* t'iüius c-ri  br   jtjuctAi   iron  thu  i*«j.iir: of th«.'  hot 

electron p->tc:i,   by correcting  lor the   tr?-'f>l   .i-m.  of jO  k*7 

electron-.-,,     'in*  r-idiu>> ol   the  «hock,   so  Jeter^ine -J,  *"JH 

ftjven in Kir.   5.     The  n-n-r   figure  also  shows   trie  snock 

velocity obtained  fron the  fhock  radius curve.    Thic shock 

velocity  1«= plottea  as n  function of shock rauius in Fig.  6. 

This curve sives evidence on tie  pick-up of tmss  by the ex- 

panding debris  -nd  shocked  ^.ir. 

In order to understand  the  implications of  this 

curve,  we  first make  the  assumption of Larmor radius coup- 

ling.    Let us see how the  total moving mass increases with 

radius. 

Delotcd 
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Fig. 6      Shock velocity as 3 function 
of radius, various models. 
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Let us now fin; the me-:n free 93th for creating 

-duition=l 0+, contributing to Na.    Guioed by tue d?t? 

in reference ?,  I  taxe the cross section for ?ny of the 

moving =>to:ns to inluce 0 ■• 0*  to be 

o0    =  3 x 10"16 cm2 

lo ^et this number, I have divided r.olecular cross sec- 

tions by t'o. T^.e number includes the charge transfer 

(16) 
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cross section,  since  this process leads to  trie pic* up 

of an additional Storni   the ultimate  tüte of  the  f-rt nc-u- 

trals will  be discussed  Inter.     Mnally,   I  h"»ve  inert." sed 

the number slightly on the grounds th--t the  inp-vctiru, nto.iv.; 

are predominntly charged  r-ther  th .n neutnl. 

In addition to  the directed  r-.di'l  velocity,   tho 

picked-up ions also have ? L'nnor   .elocity roughly e^uvl 

to the  former.    This causes .?n increase by «  f■ ctor U/n in 

the effective cross section J^  to be  usec  with the rsui'.-l 

ion velocity,    lnus 

ai    =     1.0 x  10_li en2 (17) 

Deleted 
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The data vliscuüüod in e.irlier section« fnvored 

L'rmor r^diu'3 coupling it e-rly timon.  It in possible 

that the coupling of ill ions does not bt\;in immediately, 

but iovtlou'3 1'ter.  auch :■: combination of coupling 

necir ni;;ns could ^ive ;< better fit to the velocity at 

lnr^e r-.dii.  lo ii«qu-"tely <-xpl: in th* deceleration 

t :«tnH«r rrrJii on« would nave to take into account the 

elocity oistribution of tue debris m&sc;, r.-.ther than 

-ouunint; th*t it nil  moves with the averse velocity. 

I hope to do this analysis zt  a l^ter d;>te. 
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We shall return to this point 

in a later section.  She importance of chfrge exchange 

has been stressed by Workman and by H?mlin, Lo*en, and 

Sowie. 

Summarizing, fron the "observed" *hocfc •velocity 

versus radius, it appears that Larmor radius coupling 

alone is insufficient to explain the shock deceleration. 

A combination of Larmor radius coupling at e*rly times, 

with coupling of all ions at later times appears to be 

consistent with the data. Coupling of all ion3 at all 

times is not badly inconsistent with this data, but dis- 

agrees with results of previous sections of this report. 

These conclusions are modified in the following section. 

(U6) 
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VII   üatti  Burst Region Optical Power 

Kpstein et al. (reference 3) have recently published 

results of measurement:? of the optical power from the films 

of the burst region, including the debris-air shock. Their 

results are transcribed in Fig. ?. 

Deleted 
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VIII.     Ji'tni     The üobrir; Lner-.y Patch 

Deleted 

ue m?y note that a potential barrier also occurs in 

the front of shocks in the Larmor redius coupling model, 
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as is seen from the numeric*»1 cilculatioris of (alb (ref- 

erence l1*),  The origin of tiii'j potential barrier i:; quite 

simple.  As the outward moving ion:; bo^in to u<- deflected 

by the magnetic field, they maAe e tnnnverae current, 

which is such as to reduce the magnetic fielu bchinu =nd 

increase it in front of the ionn.  In other words, magnetic 

flux is moved from behind to in front of these ions,  elec- 

trons go with the magnetic field, so that electrons 're 

pushed ahead of the ions. This charge separation produces 

an outwr.rdiy directed electrostatic field, which büilJs up 

until the resulting E x 5 drift velocity of the electrons 

cancels the transverse ion current (rpproxim-;tely),  lhe 

electric field K is therefore given by 

E * l  a 
c 

(30) 

where v is the transverse ion velocity, which is equal to 

the total ion velocity at one-quarter of a Lcraor perioa. 

This field exists over a radial interval of about one ion 

Larmor radius L*. Therefore the height of the potential 

barrier is 

i 

e E L, * e ^ B i MY2 a 1 M v
2 

1      c  2 eB    2 

where M is the ion mass. 

(3D 
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Fi e Octical power, assumed efficiency, 
and total power'in the northern conjugate re^or. 
as functions of time. 
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lhe simple theory sbove becones invalid for elements 

of mnss ?t l?rge radii vhere the shock becones sonic.  The 

sonic w?"e carries av/3y . certain fraction of the energy. 

It 

would be useful to try to determine the energy carried 

3 wry by the sonic Alfven wave, by examining the various 

ionospheric d:-ta collected in connection with Starfish. 

lhe sp3tisl distribution of power in the debris 

patch has been measured from the films, but not yet pub- 

lished (Hoerlin and Buckner, private communication). 

The shape of the power density (brightness) of course 

(39) 



depends on tise, Thr slope ut etrly timvis, wtieti i.it 1'irut 

debris in arriving, has been dirjcuaued by Jonn Zinr. (to bn 

published).     After about 0,5  second,   when  the  mdiuu  ;;tcp:; 

Deleted 

I know of no simple argument explaining the exponen- 

tial shape of the debris patch brightness. While it does 

not seem unreasonable, a detailed explanation may be com- 

plicated. One would have to look further at the mechamism 
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of  the   fln.il  steppiiv  of the   ti'jnüveru*  vxjrin.*:iun, 

Deleted 

The proper analysis of these iduas nr-y re- 

quire some numerical computations; but I m~y try some fur- 

ther analytical calculations later. 

I believe we are close to an understanding of Stjr- 

fish in terms of Larmor radius coupling. There »re some 

discrepancies to clear up, for example the effective ion- 

ization mean free path in Sections VI and VII.  If these are 

cleared up, I think we could produce a simple aodel of the 

debris patch for RANC. 
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Appendix A  —  TWX  Lon^mir* et   il,   ai  Honolulu  to .toerlin 
et ai.  >it Johnuton JsL.nd,  June 15.   19&2 
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Appendix B -- A Trip to Mcuonni-ll-uouj.lan 

The origin of tho ",;ai;" cloud hna been nn eniijrm 

to the bonb physic istr. since 1962. rtecently, if. Ho«rLin 

ar I had an opportunity to discuns the natter uitnultj- 

neously with Dr. Wm. 0£le and Dr. John Northrop, and to 

impress on then the need to get what information w>,:; pos- 

sible on its constituents and nas:-,.  jr. Northrop later 

asked Col. John Kodis (DASA Uü) to see what could be 

learned, and the latter enlisted the aid of Col. uonald 

Flood (DASA Field Com.), who was acquainted with the 

engineers at McDonnell-Douglas who are familiar with the 

Thor booster. Col. Flood relayed the question and put 

me in touch with these engineers. On Sept. 12, 19^9» 

I visited the McDonnell-Douglas plant in Culver City, 

California. Specifically, I discussed our problem with 

K. B. Duke, D. Fazio, R. P. Kellogg, H. J. Mnck, H.  £. 

Mitchell, J. R. Reider, and rt. F. Weltner. This meet- 

ing was most fruitful, and my only regret is that it did 

not happen several years ago. 

I explained that we were looking for something 

containing C and H, perhaps rocket fuel, in amounts of 

the order of tens of kilograms;  that if it were released 

below about 250 km altitude it had to be liquid or solid 

droplets, not molecules, in order to penetrate the resid- 

ual atmospherei but that if released above 250 km alti- 

tude it could be moleculesi and finally that fuel in the 

(6U) 
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booster tank3 at burst time was not ol' interest, be- 

cause of insufficient time lor dispersal. 

The McUonnell-Jouglas people then gave the follow- 

ing description of what they believed to be the lively 

source of the material. At main engine cut-off (tfttCO) 

the valves in the lines from the engine to tne !'u«:l (kPl) 

tank and to the LUX tan* nre cause: to clone.  However, 

in the fuel lines between valve ond burning cn=.mber there 

are approximately 112 lb. (50 kg) of «Pi 3t this tir.e, 

inJ in ti;a 1.0'. lirvvi tv-«- ir-3 3? lb (18 «j'J.  ..hile some 

of this might burn, they felt it vis  quite lively tnat v 

good deal of it WOUIJ simply lua* into space,  ihe nor.n.l 

ratio of weights of rtrl to LOA is y.bout 1/2.5« 

-«e agreed on the following rou^h picture of what 

was likely to happen.  When burning stops in the chamber, 

the pressure there drops essentially to zero, 'ihe v^por 

pressures in the LOA ana KPl lines will then eventuilly 

drive the liquids out of those lines.  Ihe HP1 lines ?re 

used to cool the nozzle, and since the thro?t of the noz- 

zle is still hot, there may be a high pressure there th.t 

holds up the purging of the HP1 above th;t point until 

the nozzle cool3 down.  Eecause the LOA lires are more 

direct and because of the low boiling point of LC.C, it 

was felt that the LOA would prooably pur^e first. 

Some indication of th« altitude at which the r(Pl 
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war, purged is provided by the following fact3. KECO 

occurred r>t an altitude of about 11? km.  Fifteen seconds 

later, at 3n altitude of about 155 km (and after booster- 

p<-yl03d separation), the booster is kicked down and side- 

mys ?nJ induced to tumbl- «t »  rate of about one revolu- 

tion per 2U -.seconds,  ruel le^nin^ ?t tnis ti:ne would form 

a opir.l vvpor or iroplet trail, .Since two or three loops 

of such a spiral ?r* visible in the burst photographs, we 

conclude that fuel was leaking st this time ^nd altitude, 

jroplefj reiensej at thi3 -ltituue would have very nearly 

the 3'ne brllintic tr-jectory es the booster. 

/.it'fi re/'-rJi to „roplet site we offer thf. following 

considerations. Ine holes in the fuel injector plate had 

ra.iii about 0.1 c*n; let us try this size for the droplets. 

*ith a surface tension of sbout 25 dyne/cm, tne pressure 

in a Joplet of tnis radius would be 

2 x 25 ,2 
p = ~ö~T * 500 uyne/cm 

lhe vapor pressure of rtPl falls below this value when it 

temperature falls below about 0°F. At 100°F the vapor 

pressure is ten times higner. Since the latter is a more 

lively initial temperature, partial boiling would have to 

cool the residual liquia by 100°F. In order to achieve 

this much cooling, about 30/4 of the HP1 would have to 

evaporate (heat capacity - 0.U BlU/lb »f, heat of vapor- 
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ization * 100 BTU/lb).  It appears that droplet radii 

somewhat smaller, say 0.03 cm, are more likely. 

Thermoaynamic data for rtPl were supplied by Mcüonnell- 

Uouglas, HP1 is essentially a kerosene, chemical formula 

approximately C^Q^« 

The mass in the atmosphere above 155 km altitude is 

about 10 gram/cm'. The mass in a droplet of radius 0.03 cm 

is about 0.03 gram/cm* of its cross sectional area. There- 

fore, as stated above, the residual atmosphere has little 

effect on the droplets. Th.> heat acquired by the droplets 

in colliding with the air molecules above them is about 

3 x 10 erg/cm=~10 erg/gm * lAo calorie/gm, which is also 

negligible.  (The velocity of the booster was about 

2.5 km/sec). 

I wish to express here my gratitude to the individuals 

mentioned shove, who have helped to clear up substantially 

the enigma of the "gas" cloud. 
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Appendix C — Effect of X-Kays on üroplets 

Consider a droplet of RPI  (~C,QH22).  of radius 

0.03 cm,   subjected to the Starfish x-rays at a  typical 

distnnce of 3 km from the burst. 

The  x-ray  spectrum from .Starfish  has been e.iven 

in reference 2. 

Deleted 
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Deleted 

I realize that the considerations above may not be 

very accurate.  However, the conclusions are not unreason- 

able. 
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Appendix U.     Ion ^tre;.nint» Instability 

Consider two  interpenetrating beams of singly 

chjrjed  ionr; of miss »i in the prenence of o neutralizing 

v c.<; rouni of electrons wit.i  tenpjniture Te  r.nd density N. 

The  bourns n*ed not h»ve dulta-function velocity distribu- 

tion^   but let tin.-  totil  ion velocity distribution be 

f (?•)•  inU let f (?)  be normalized. 

f (?)    c3v    r 1 (D-l) 

The  dispersion relation for electrostatic w-"es of the 

form ex? fi   (£•? -wt)|     is 

/• 

k2 +  kd
2 ff  (v)   d^v 

J (S w2. /   (w    -     v  )2 Wpi ^   lt V 
(D-2) 

:i«ire k:  i.:  the J?bye k 

ka
2   =   ÄSäL <J-3> 1e 

•ind w0i  is  the  ion plr.smo  frequency 

wpi   "-IT- (0-^ 

and v is the component of v parallel to !c. 

In general unstable solutions (complex w) most easily 

2    2 
occur for k « kj . In this limit, «nd for symmetric«l 

f (v),  f (v) *  f (-v), it c»n be shown th-U » necessary 

ind sufficient condition for instability in 

fl   SM dv   M (0-5) 
y v   dv      fc Te 
0 
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:iore  'u(v)   i^   In».'  j>roj»'Ction ol'   tm?  vwlouity   ii :lri button 

or» IJIH k direction,   .no" v i:i the  lorauf v. 

Let   f(*)   be composed  of  two  Jiuul^c«.!      u:;ji  n*:, 

char: ctext&u<i oy  ion tenper-ituri!   1^  '.in cunt'ir«-«  -rout 
-• 

* /.    jel'ine  ■•>  per-muter 

a    .   ^      ; co, c (-€, 

where  6 is  the ?n..;le  bet-een K  *nu 7.    'inen th'1 co<uition 

(0-5)  becomes 

(2 a e-a2   y."2 Ox) -  1    >   £ U-7) 
o e 

The left h^nJ side of this equation,   -~ ■•  function of   *, 

starts 2t -1 for a=o,  bsco-nes positive for i > 0o7.,   m-i 

approaches  zero  ?s a*«,    Ihe maximum "jlue  ir: O.CSjj,   mi 

occurs at a » 1.50 (approximately).     Ihun  in  thi.:  c-■:;«  •< 

necessary ?nd  sufficient condition  for  instability  i':  t;:2t 

li    S    0.2S5 le   . (--?) 
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